
All the products (shown here) may not be available at the store. Please contact the staff  
or look at www.IKEA.com.au for more information. For more detailed product information,  
see the pricetag and the Internet. All units require assembly.

BILLY for book lovers
This is BILLY – our most versatile bookcase. It can be the start of your 
own library, where your books are protected and you feel inspired to 
read. BILLY comes in several heights and widths, finishes and materials 
to suit all books and rooms. When your library grows, you can add extra 
shelves and height extension units to suit your needs.

Better and better, day by day
BILLY bookcase was born in 1979 and soon became a popular favourite. 
But, you should never take an old friend for granted, which is why we’re 
constantly working to improve the details and make the bookcase even 
better. Some improvements are hardly noticeable, while others you can 
see - since we have made BILLY more durable, improved the finish and 
made the shelves even stronger. 

BUYING GUIDE

SAFETY
This furniture must be fixed to 
the wall with the enclosed wall 
fastener. 
Different wall materials require 
different types of fixing devices. 
Use fixing devices suitable for the 
walls in your home (not included). 
Tempered glass should be 
handled with care! A damaged 
edge or a scratched surface can 
cause the glass to break suddenly. 
However, only into small pieces, 
never into sharp fragments.

SECURE IT!
Furniture that tips over can cause 
serious injuries and children 
are more at risk. Prevent tip 
over accidents by securing the 
furniture to the wall, using the tip 
over restraint provided with the 
product.
For more information visit 
IKEA.com.au/secureit

BILLY
Bookcase series
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COMBINATIONS

Glass doors keep your favourite items free from dust but still 
visible. Adjustable shelves; easy to adapt according to your 
needs. 
Overall size: 80x30x202 cm
This combination in white with MORLIDEN doors $219 
(291.844.90)

Create your own unique library, varying in colour, choice of 
doors and number of shelves according to your taste and 
needs. You can display your favourite books in many ways, and 
even combine both glass doors and open shelves. With a height 
extension unit you can make the most of the space for practical 
storage. There are glass doors available for height extension 
units, too. 
Overall size: 200x30×237 cm 
This combination in white with OXBERG dooors$743 
(991.845.28)

The BILLY bookcase is an expert at books. Its best friend 
GNEDBY is good at storing more media, such as CDs and 
DVDs. Together, they help you to keep your home organized. 
Naturally, they have the same colour and design – like two peas 
in a pod. 
Overall size: 200x28x202 cm 
This combination in white $256 (492.403.05)

Panel/glass doors provide dust-free storage and let you hide or 
display your things. Adjustable shelves; easy to adapt according 
to your needs.
Overall size: 160x30×202 cm 
This combination in white with OXBERG doors $478 
(992.287.54)

With BILLY corner fittings you can easily build a corner solution 
using the classic bookcase. Start by putting a 40 cm wide 
bookcase in the corner. The fittings will help you to put the 
shelves at the right angle and make the solution both tight and 
stable. With a height extension unit the wall surface is utilised, 
while floor space is cleared. 
Overall size: 215/135×28×237 cm
This combination in white: $422 (691.845.20)

 For more colors and combinations, please visit IKEA.com.au

A corner solution consists of the BILLY corner fitting and a 40 
cm wide shelf placed in the corner. 40 or 80 cm wide shelves 
can be placed to the right and left. The length of the gap behind 
the corner unit is 56 cm each way.



BILLY bookcase 40×28x106 cm.
Max load/shelf 14 kg. This furniture must be fixed to the 
wall with the enclosed wall fastener.

White  603.515.42 $45

Black-brown 003.515.78 $55

Brown ash 103.515.25 $55

White stained oak 804.042.38 $55

BILLY bookcase 40×28x202 cm. 
Max load/shelf 14 kg. This furniture must be fixed to the 
wall with the enclosed wall fastener.

White 403.515.43 $65

Black-brown 803.515.79 $85

Brown ash veneer 903.515.26 $85

White stained oak veneer 004.042.42 $85

BILLY bookcase 80×28x106 cm.
Max load/shelf 30 kg. This furniture must be fixed to the 
wall with the enclosed wall fastener. For very heavy books 
we recommend the 40 cm wide bookcase.

White 703.515.70 $55

Black-brown 403.515.81 $69 

Brown ash veneer 703.515.27 $69

White stained oak veneer 104.042.46 $69 

BILLY bookcase 80×28x202 cm.
Max load/shelf 30 kg. This furniture must be fixed to the 
wall with the enclosed wall fastener. For very heavy books 
we recommend the 40 cm wide bookcase.

White 103.515.68 $79 

Black-brown 203.515.82 $119

Brown ash veneer 503.515.28 $119 

White stained oak veneer 704.042.53 $119

 BILLY height extension unit 40×28x35 cm.
To be combined with BILLY bookcase 40×202 cm for added 
storage vertically. Min. ceiling height 240 cm.

White 403.515.62 $20

Black-brown 503.515.85 $25

Brown ash veneer 803.515.36 $25

White stained oak veneer 604.042.77 $25

BILLY height extension unit 80x28x35 cm. 
To be combined with BILLY bookcase 80×202 cm for added 
storage vertically. Min. ceiling height 240 cm.

White 003.515.64 $30

Black-brown 303.515.86 $40

Brown ash veneer 603.515.37 $40

White stained oak veneer 204.042.79 $40

BILLY bookcase with glass door. 80×30×202 cm.
Complete with glass door, sold as one piece.

Dark red 603.856.17 $249
Grey metallic 804.156.04 $269

BILLY extra shelf 36×26 cm. 
Fits BILLY bookcase 40 cm wide and 28 cm deep. Extra 
shelves give room for new things in your bookcase; add 
shelves as your storage needs change.

Glass 302.867.51 $10

White 603.515.56 $10

Black-brown 003.515.83 $10

Brown ash 303.515.29 $10

White stained oak 904.042.71 $10

 

BILLY extra shelf 76×26 cm. 
Fits BILLY bookcase 80 cm wide and 28 cm deep. Extra 
shelves give room for new things in your bookcase; add 
shelves as your storage needs change.

Glass 902.867.53 $12

White 003.515.59 $12

Black-brown 803.515.84 $15

Brown ash 103.515.30 $15

White stained oak 304.042.74 $15

OXBERG glass door 40×35 cm. 
Knobs included. Can be used on the corner unit only if the 
bookcase next to it has no doors. 

White 302.756.20 $35

Black-brown 603.516.03 $35

Brown ash veneer 703.515.94 $35

White stained oak veneer 304.042.93 $35

OXBERG door 40×97 cm. 
Knobs included. Can be used on the corner unit only if the 
bookcase next to it has no doors. 

White 602.756.85 $50

Black-brown 003.516.01 $50

Brown ash veneer 903.515.88 $50

White stained oak veneer 704.042.91 $50

OXBERG glass door 40×192 cm. 
Knobs included. Can be used on the corner unit only if the 
bookcase next to it has no doors. 

White 702.756.18 $75

Black-brown 803.516.02 $75 

Brown ash veneer 303.515.91 $75

White stained oak veneer 504.042.92 $75

OXBERG panel/glass door 40×192 cm. 
Knobs included. Can be used on the corner unit only if the 
bookcase next to it has no doors. 

White 302.755.59 $80

Black-brown 403.516.04 $80

Brown ash veneer 603.515.99 $80

White stained oak veneer 104.042.94 $80

MORLIDEN glass door aluminium. A white/black panel to 
be fitted behind the glass is included. Handles included. 
Add a personal touch to the door by inserting pictures or 
fabric, etc. between the glass and the panel. Can be used 
on the corner unit only if the bookcase next to it has no 
doors.

40×97 cm 702.797.58 $50

40×192 cm 902.797.38 $70

BILLY corner fittings 2 pack. BILLY corner fittings make it 
easy to build storage in corners and keep the bookcases in 
place. Fits BILLY bookcase 40 cm wide.

Galvanised 601.819.55 $10

GNEDBY shelving unit 20×17x202 cm. 
Holds 180 CDs or 88 DVDs or 40 video cassettes. Adjustable 
shelves; adapt space between shelves according to your 
needs.

White 803.607.34 $49

Black-brown 203.607.32 $69

Brown ash veneer 003.607.33 $69

White stained oak veneer 904.042.90 $69

ALL PARTS AND PRICES
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INTERIOR ACCESSORIES

TJENA storage box with lid 25×35×20 cm. 

White 203.954.25 $5

TJENA magazine file, 2-pack.

White 903.954.17 $5
Black 703.954.75 $5

KUGGIS, box with lid 18×26×8 cm.

White 302.802.02 $5

KUGGIS, box with lid  26×35×8 cm.

White 202.823.05 $9.99
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BEGIN SKETCHING YOUR STORAGE NEEDS!
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© Inter IKEA Systems B.V. 2008/2020 

For more information about our services, visit IKEA.com.au

You can do it yourself,  
but you don’t have to
IKEA products are designed to be taken home and assembled yourself.  
But if you would like some help, we can offer you a range of services.  
For more information contact your local IKEA store or visit IKEA.com.au

Interest free finance available
To realise your dream today, we offer interest free finance* to 
approved customers. You can apply online, over the phone or 
in-store at our planning desks.

*Terms, conditions, fees, charges and lending criteria apply.

Delivery
Can’t take your furniture with you? 
We’ll bring it to your home or workplace.

Assembly
Sometimes it’s nice to have someone else put your 
furniture together. We’re happy to do it for you.

Prices in this Buyng Guide are valid as at 1 September 2020, and are subject  
to change. Please check IKEA.com.au or in-store for current pricing. 


